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SMART MOBILE POS TERMINAL FOR SEAMLESS PAYMENT

Payment processes made safe and secure with Android

Android has become the operating system of choice for a 
variety of rugged handheld devices. The new PM500, however, 
is one of the first mPOS (mobile Point-of-Sale) devices that 
unites the outstanding features and the latest tools the 
Android operating system offers with the industrial-class 
durability of a rugged enterprise device. With Android 7.1 and 
Point Mobile's collection of enterprise-tuned tools such as the 
Enterprise Mobility Kit (EmKit) – a world-proven customized 
kit designed precisely for the enterprise mobility market, the 
PM500 is the perfect choice for all retail applications. Take 
advantage of the large, bright 5" display panel with 
LED-backlight which shows vibrant and colorful data, whether 
you are indoors or outdoors. The capacitive touch screen lets 
you easily collect your customers' signature, while the 
integrated 2" thermal printer issues receipts in no time. 

All common payment standards in only one device

Thanks to high-end components, PM500 meets the security requirements
for mobile payment and matches all common industry standards such as PCI PTS 
5.x, EMV (Contact L1 & L2 / Contactless L1 & Kernels) for safe and secure payment processes.
The built-in magnetic stripe reader (MSR) collects data bi-directionally from three tracks.
Right above the MSR there is a built-in vertical card slot for reading IC cards (ISO 7816 & PBOC/EMV 
compliant).

Fast and reliable data collection via integrated 2D barcode scanner, and NFC

PM500 adopts a 1D/2D barcode scanner seamlessly integrated on the backside of the device. The slight angle  
of the scanner engine module underlines the ergonomics of the terminal and enables you to collect data quickly and 
conveniently. The sophisticated technology of the scan module features a thin, bright laser aim for better visibility in dark 
or bright environments and accurately reads multiple barcodes, even those placed close to each other. The NFC reader on 
the top of the printer supports all standard tags such as ISO14443A/B, ISO15693, as well as a variety of MIFARE® and 
FeliCa tags. Optionally available is a 900MHz UHF reader.
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